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Aircrafl noise, the MFF parachutist helmet, and the oxygen mask make verbal communication extremely difficult. Therefore, the parachutist receives aircraft procedure signals and
jump commands (Figure 6-1) by arm-and-hand signals. The MFF parachutist must be thoroughly familiar with all signals and commands and the required actions for each one. Standardization of procedural signals and jump commands permits interoperability of all
MFF-capable units. Safety significantly increases when the parachutist understands the
jumpmaster’s intent and the jumpmaster understands the parachutist’s desired response.

Procedure Signals
Signals used between aircraft boarding and the
jump command “stand up” are procedure signals.
The aircraft procedure signals discussed in the following paragraphs begin before takeoff. The jumpmaster gives these signals.
Don Helmets
The jumpmaster gives the signal “don helmets”
before takeoff. He may also give it during the flight.
Upon receiving this signal (Figure 6-2), the parachutist dons his helmet, fastens his chin straps,
and fastens his seat belt.
Unfasten Seat Belts
The jumpmaster normally gives the signal “unfasten seat belts” upon reaching an altitude of
1,000 feet AGL or when the flight crew chief indicates that it is safe to do so (Figure 6-3). If the aircraft descends back through 1,000 feet AGL later
in the flight, the parachutist refastens his seat belt
upon receiving the signal.

Mask
The jumpmaster signals “mask” when the parachutist must begin using supplemental oxygen.
Upon receiving this signal, the parachutist masks
and checks to ensure the oxygen system is functioning properly (Figure 6-4).
Check Oxygen
The jumpmaster signals “check oxygen” immediately after the signal to mask and periodically after
that. At a minimum he gives it following the 20and 10-minute time warnings. Upon receiving this
signal, the parachutist returns the signal if everything is functioning correctly. If there is a problem,
the parachutist extends an arm in front of his body
with his hand open, palm down (Figure 6-5).
Time Warnings
The jumpmaster receives time warnings from the
flight crew. The jumpmaster signals the “time
warnings” to the parachutist to allow him adequate time to prepare for the jump. The parachutist receives the time warnings normally
20 minutes and 10 minutes before time over target
(TOT) (Figure 6-6).
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Wind Speed
The jumpmaster signals “wind speed after the
10-minute time warning (Figure 6-7). In gusting
wind conditions, the jumpmaster gives the wind
speed signal first to indicate the lower wind speed.
He follows with the “gusting winds” signal to indicate the higher wind speed (Figure 6-8).
Arm ARR
The jumpmaster normally signals "arm ARR" after
the 10-minute time warning. He can also give this
signal any time the aircraft reaches an altitude at
least 2,500 feet above the activation altitude set on
the ARR. Upon receipt of this signal, the parachutist removes the arming pin from the ARR
(Figure 6-9).
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Jump Commands
The jump commands discussed in the following
paragraphs begin as early as 2 minutes before the
actual jump is made. The jumpmaster gives
these commands.
Stand Up
The jumpmaster commands “stand up” about
2 minutes before TOT (Figure 6-10). Upon receiving this command, the parachutist stands up,
faces the jumpmaster, and checks his equipment.
If jumping oxygen, the parachutist also places
his left hand on the ON/OFF valve of the bailout bottles and grasps the console hose at the
AIROX VIII with his right hand.

Move to the Rear
The jumpmaster commands “move to the rear”
about 1 minute before TOT (Figure 6-11). Upon receiving this command, the parachutist tightens the
combat pack’s shoulder straps around his legs, adjusts his goggles, and moves to within 1 meter of
the jump door or to the hinge of the cargo ramp. If
jumping oxygen, the parachutist must activate the
bailout oxygen system, check the flow indicator of
the AIROX VIII, and disconnect from the oxygen
console before moving to the rear of the aircraft.
Stand By
The jumpmaster commands “stand by” about
15 seconds before the exit (Figure 6-12). Upon receiving this signal, the parachutist signifies readiness by returning the jumpmaster’s signal and
then moves to the jump door or the cargo ramp.
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Go
The jumpmaster commands “go” when the aircraft
is over the release point and the green jump light is
on (Figure 6-13).
Abort
The jumpmaster commands “abort” anytime an
unsafe condition exists inside or outside the aircraft (red jump light comes on) or on the DZ
(Figure 6-14). Upon receiving this command, the
parachutist returns to his seat and sits down.
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If jumping oxygen, the parachutist reconnects to
the oxygen console, turns off the bailout system,
and then sits down.
Disarm ARR
The jumpmaster gives the signal “disarm ARR”
(reinsert arming pin) by reversing the arm ARR
signal. The safety or the assistant jumpmaster
checks the ARR arming pin and the pins of the
main and reserve parachute. The parachutist on
right side of another parachutist can most easily
reinsert the arming pin.
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